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ABSTRACT 

We propose a high-resolution compact spectrometer based on a multimode waveguide with a planar photonic 
lantern. Four modes were launched into the multimode waveguide via asymmetric directional couplers and 
individually switched by four modulators. The mode field of the multimode waveguide was spatially sampled to 
four separate detectors. By measuring the 64 possible states (16 switch states × 4 modes), the spectrum of the 
optical signal can be recovered. Experimentally, we demonstrate a spectroscopy with a 0.3-nm resolution at a 
wavelength of 1560 nm using multimode waveguide length of 0.5 mm. The operation bandwidth can be increased 
by compressive sensing for sparse spectra reconstruction. We believe this work to be the first time for high spectral 
resolution measurement with only four integrated detectors. This work may lead to ultra-compact and sensitive 
compressive sensing systems. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Spectrometers for biological and chemical sensing have been widely explored. Previous integrated 
spectrometers structures include integrated echelle gratings [1], arrayed waveguide gratings [2], digital planar 
holography [3], dispersive photonic crystal lattice [4], and resonant devices [5]. A common problem for these 
kinds of systems is their sensitivity to fabrication errors. Speckle spectrometers [6] were proposed as an alternative 
which is robust to fabrication errors. Example implementations of speckle spectrometers include on-chip random 
spectrometer [7], multimode fibre based spectrometer [8], and spiral waveguide spectrometer [9]. A spectral 
resolution of 0.75 nm was achieved for a 25μm radius on-chip random spectrometer. Multimode fibres based 
spectrometer achieved an ultra-high resolution of 1 pm using a multimode fibre with 100 m length. Spiral 
waveguides achieved 0.01nm resolution with equivalent waveguide length 4.8 mm. However, some problems still 
exist [6].  For on-chip speckle spectrometers, the number of spectral grains limits the number of independent 
spectral channels that can be retrieved. A large number of channels leads to low optical power for a specific channel. 
Thus, the sensitivity for weak signal is poor.  

In this paper, we use the on-chip multimode waveguide along with planar photonic lantern [10] to build a 
spectrometer. Four modes were launched into the multimode waveguide. The strong scrambling and interference 
between four modes lead to high spectral resolution. By minimizing the insertion loss of ADC and photonic lantern, 
we efficiently guide the propagating light to four detectors. We also employed four modulators to act as switches 
to switch the interference at the four detectors. Thus 64 effective states (16 switch states x 4 detectors) could be 
achieved using only four detectors without the disadvantage of reducing the power by spreading it across a larger 
number of detectors.   

Figure 1. (a) Mode profile for different higher TE mode in silicon waveguide. (b) Schematic of proposed configuration, the whole structure is 
composed of a 1×4 multimode interferometer (MMI), four Micro-ring modulators (MRMs), asymmetrical directional coupler (ADC), 
photonic lantern and four high-speed detectors.  (c)Power intensity distribution on four detectors for each mode.(d) Zoom-in picture of 

photonic lantern 



2. DEVICE DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP. 

The proposed configuration of the speckle spectrometer is shown in Fig. 1(b). Light was injected to the 
waveguide through a grating coupler and evenly divided into four paths by the 1×4 MMI. In each path, a MRM 
was used to switch the light before launching TE0, TE1, TE2, TE3 modes respectively in the multi-mode waveguide 
through the four asymmetric directional couplers (ADC) [11]. Since the coherence length is given by 𝐿 𝑐/𝑛∆𝑓, 
and the linewidth of the laser is 50 MHz, effective index n is 2.3, the coherence length is 2.6m that is much larger 
than the multimode waveguide length 0.5 mm. Thus the four modes are coherent and can interfere with each other. 
Different switch state produces different interference signatures sampled by detectors D0, D1, D2, and D3 after 
propagating through the photonic lantern. Simulated power patterns on photonic lantern for different modes were 
shown in Fig. 1(c), while the according mode profiles were shown in Fig. 1(a). The device was fabricated on IMEC 
MPW with fully etched silicon layer of 220 nm, 2μm buried oxide (BOX) and cladding of silicon oxide. Zoomed-
in picture of fabricated photonic lantern was shown in Fig. 1(d). Width of multimode waveguide was increased 
from 1.7μm to 8μm through 350-μm taper while width of single-mode waveguide was reduced from 1.35μm to 
0.45μm through 15-μm taper for photonic lantern.  

Experimental setup is as shown in Fig.2 (a), CW laser was used as an optical source, and a polarization 
controller was used to launch TE mode in the waveguide. Four on-chip modulators were driven by voltage source 
array module while the four on-chip detectors were connected to a computer for receiving the detected powers. 
Thus the four modulators and four detectors could be controlled and monitored simultaneously. 

With only four integrated detectors, the number of possible frequency channels can be retrieved is usually 
limited. Here we use the four modulators to act as switches and modify the received speckle pattern. For each 
mode, the modulator could be biased at ‘0’ or ‘1’ to change the intensity and phase of light filed. Therefore, there 
are 24 (16) possible switch states per photodetector and 64 possible states from the four integrated photodetectors. 
With specific wavelength, the power received on four detectors is unique for each switch state as a result of spatial 
scramble and interference. Therefore, the 64 pixels of pattern could be collected and recorded as the column of 
calibration weight matrix ‘T’ as shown in Fig.2 (c). 

Based on the recorded weight matrix ‘T’, resolution of the spectrometer could be quantified by the spectral 
correlation function of the intensity on the detectors as: C Δ𝜆, 𝑥  𝐼 𝜆, 𝑥 𝐼 𝜆 Δ𝜆, 𝑥 / 𝐼 𝜆, 𝑥 𝐼 𝜆
Δ𝜆, 𝑥 1, where 𝐼 𝜆, 𝑥  denotes the intensity of wavelength λ for possible state x,  ⋯represent the average 
over λ. I(𝜆, 𝑥) was measured by the four on-chip Germanium detectors. After calculation, C is normalized to 1 
at Δλ 1 while the half maximum δλ is calculated to be 0.16 nm as shown in Fig.2 (b). It’s also important to 
consider the sensitivity of the system. To improve the sensitivity of the system, insertion loss of the whole system 
dominated by ADC and photonic lantern need to be minimized. Loss of ADC was measured to be less than 2.5 dB 
which can be further improved through designing while loss of photonic lantern was less than 3dB. To date, we 
only have four output detectors instead of 64 detectors here, the sensitivity was improved 16 times by employing 
four modulators.  

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION. 

After calibration, the probe spectrum was sent into the system, and intensity of 64 possible states were 
recorded as matrix ‘D’. Then the probe spectrum can be retrieved by S = T-1D [9]. To mitigate the influence of 
phase noise caused by thermal crosstalk, equipment noise, and small vibration of the stage. Singular vector 
decomposition (SVD) was applied to the estimation of matrix T. Elements in the unitary matrix below noise level 
were truncated. After that, a nonlinear optimized algorithm [12] was used to minimize the ||D-TS||2 so as to restore 
the wavelength spectrum.  

Figure 2. (a) Schematic of experimental setup, CW: continuous wavelength laser, PC1: polarization controller, MPW: multi-project wafer, 
DAQ: data acquisition module, VSA: voltage source array, PC2: personal computer. (b) Normalized correlation of spectrometer. (c)The 
weighted matrix “T”.    



Since δλ was estimated to be 0.16 nm, we chose the spectral channel spacing to be slightly smaller that is 0.1 
nm. Here, we choose the number of channels to be 64, so that the spectrum restored by direct matrix inverse and 
spectrum reconstructed by nonlinear optimization can be compared. The whole experiment was demonstrated from 
1560 nm to 1566.4 nm. 

Spectrum calculated by matrix inverse S = T-1D for single line and double lines were shown in Fig.3 (a)-(c), 
respectively. It can be shown that, small variations of detector intensity in spatial domain can lead to big noise in 
spectral domain. After SVD truncation and nonlinear optimization, the spectrum can be much clearer. As shown 
in Fig.3 (d), individual spectral lines can be retrieved accurately with linewidth less than 0.15 nm and extinction 
ratio ~500. To further test whether this system can retrieve double lines, we use a fibre-based coupler to form the 
double lines probe spectrum. And we found that double lines with distance as small as 0.3 nm could be successfully 
reconstructed while as far as 5.8nm could be reconstructed. To date, this method could be further exploited for 
larger spectrum range and multiple lines or continuous wavelength retrieve.   

4. CONCLUSION 

In summary, we have shown in this paper that a properly designed multiplexing system and planar photonic 
lantern can be used as a compact on chip spectrometer. The strong scrambling and interference enable high 
resolution to be achieved in a small footprint. In this paper, we demonstrate the use of a multimode waveguide 
which support the propagation of four modes with four MRMs and four integrated photodiodes to obtain 64 
spectral grains. The input spectra were accurately reconstructed from the spatial intensity distributions of 
transmitted light. We demonstrated 0.3 nm resolution with 6.4 nm bandwidth around 1560nm. This could be 
further exploited for larger spectrum range and continuous wavelength retrieve.  
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Figure 3. (a)- (c) Reconstructed spectrum using direct matrix inverse. (d)-(f) Reconstructed spectrum using nonlinear optimization. 


